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At its heart this article critically examines the concept of discharge in English and Welsh personal insolvency law and Australian personal insolvency law. This critique takes the shape of both an historical examination and a comparative analysis of the concept of discharge and its deployment and use in the two jurisdictions under examination. In relation to formal discharge from bankruptcy there are, it could be argued, two schools of thought as to the length of the bankruptcy period before discharge occurs. The first school of thought states that less onerous discharge provisions (“liberal regimes thesis”) will and have encouraged irresponsible borrowing activities by debtors, thus causing a rise in the number of people seeking redress to the bankruptcy system. Whether or not this is a desirable outcome for rehabilitation goals is also addressed. The second school of thought advocates the idea that the legislative changes have not caused additional redress to the bankruptcy procedure themselves, but that the changes in the legislation were accompanied by an increase in consumer credit availability generally and that this lead to a natural increase in debt related failure (“credit generosity thesis”) and therefore redress to the bankruptcy laws. This article examines these competing contentions through an examination of both historical and comparative sources. It is argued that countries with more “liberal regimes”, in terms of bankruptcy discharge provisions, have a lower incidence of bankruptcy usage caused by more cautious creditor behaviour. Both jurisdictions have reduced their automatic discharge time periods from three years to one
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